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ABSTRACT
The unique and highly unusual drift feature reported for PSR J0815+0939, wherein one component’s
subpulses drift in the direction opposite of the general trend, is a veritable challenge to pulsar the-
ory. We here observationally quantify the drift direction throughout its profile, and find that the
second component is the only one which exhibits ”bi-drifting”, meaning only that component moves
in the direction opposite to the others. We here present a model that shows the observed bi-drifting
phenomenon follows from the insight that the discharging regions, i.e. sparks, rotate not around
the magnetic axis per se, but around the point of maximum potential at the polar cap. We show
that a purely dipolar surface magnetic field cannot exhibit bi-drifting behaviour. Certain non-dipolar
configurations can. We can distinguish two types of solutions, with relatively low (∼ 1012 G) and
high (∼ 1014 G) surface magnetic field. Depending on strength of surface magnetic field, the radius
of curvature of magnetic field lines ranges from 105 cm to 107 cm. Pulsar J0815+0939 allows us to
gain understanding into the polar-cap conditions essential for plasma generation processes in the inner
acceleration region, by linking the observed subpulse shift to the underlying spark motion.
Keywords: pulsars: general — pulsars: individual (J0815+0939)
1. INTRODUCTION
Drifting subpulses, the intriguing if not baffling trend
of pulsar emission features to steadily march through
subsequent pulses, were modelled by Ruderman &
Sutherland (1975) as localised pair cascades, discharges
of small regions over the polar cap. Such sparks produce
plasma columns that stream into the magnetosphere,
where they produce the observed radio emission (see
Asseo & Melikidze 1998; Melikidze et al. 2000; Szary
et al. 2015, for more details). In the natural force-
free state, with the Lorentz force zero, the magneto-
sphere is filled with charged particles with the so-called
Goldreich-Julian density ρGJ = −Ω ·B/(2pic). Then the
electric field E⊥ perpendicular to the magnetic field B
is
E⊥ = −1
c
(Ω× r)×B, (1)
where Ω is the angular velocity, r is the location vec-
tor, and c is the speed of light. In this force-free
state particles co-rotate with the star with velocity
vcor = c (E⊥ ×B)/B2.
By definition, in the acceleration region the density
of charges is less than the co-rotational charge density.
szary@astron.nl
Plasma in this region is accelerated along the magnetic
field and moves perpendicular to the magnetic field with
velocity:
v =
c(E˜⊥ ×B)
B2
, (2)
where E˜⊥ is the electric field in the plasma starved re-
gion perpendicular to the magnetic field. Note that in
the plasma starved region E˜⊥ 6= E⊥, furthermore, the
value of an electric field in some areas of these regions
can be higher than in the co-rotating region (see Section
3.1).
Drift of subpulses around the magnetic axis was first
introduced by Ruderman & Sutherland (1975). It
turned out that the carousel-like rotation of sparks
around the magnetic axis can explain variety of pulsar
data (see, e.g., Gil & Sendyk 2000; Gil & Mitra 2001;
Weltevrede et al. 2006; Weltevrede et al. 2007; Herfindal
& Rankin 2007; Rankin & Wright 2008; Herfindal &
Rankin 2009; Rankin & Rosen 2014). Furthermore, it
was shown by Gurevich et al. (1993) and Beskin (2010)
that a potential difference between the central and pe-
riphery domains over the acceleration region leads to
rotation of the plasma around the magnetic axis. This
strengthened confidence in the validity of the carousel
model for oblique pulsars.
The plasma responsible for radio emission is generated
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and accelerated in the inner acceleration region (IAR)
just above the polar cap, while the radio emission is
generated at much higher altitudes. In van Leeuwen &
Timokhin (2012), the drift velocity was shown to depend
on the variation of the potential drop over the polar
cap. We use this prescription to characterize the plasma
rotation.
In pulsars with multiple components, subpulses gen-
erally drift in the same direction. There are only
two pulsars that exhibit ”bi-drifting”, in which the
emission feature motion between two components is
antipodal: J0815+0939 (Champion et al. 2005) and
B1839-04 (Weltevrede et al. 2006). One early explana-
tion for the two-direction drift in PSR J0815+0939 was
proposed by Qiao et al. (2004b), requiring rotation
of sparks around the magnetic axis and the coexis-
tence of an inner annular gap (Qiao et al. 2004a), plus
the conventional inner gap (Ruderman & Sutherland
1975). Furthermore, the proposed model requires the
two carousels, containing different number of sparks, cir-
culating with different speeds in opposite directions, re-
sulting in the same repetition time of the drift pulse
pattern for all components. As corroborated by Wel-
tevrede (2016) we find this combination highly unlikely,
especially since both bi-drifting pulsars share this prop-
erty. Wright & Weltevrede (2017) propose an alternative
explanation. There an elliptical, tilted, extremely eccen-
tric motion of emitting regions around the magnetic axis
can account for the observed bi-drifting subpulses.
In this paper we present detailed analysis of archival
data of PSR J0815+0939 and reveal systematic drift
of the first component. We show that we can explain
the bi-drifting phenomenon of PSR J0815+0939 in
the framework of the van Leeuwen & Timokhin (2012)
model.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
2.1. Data Taking
The J0815+0939 data presented in this paper were
recorded with the William E. Gordon radio telescope at
Arecibo on 2004 June 05. Over a total time of 5800 s, the
Wideband Arecibo Pulsar Processor (WAPP) recorded
25.9 MHz of bandwidth around 339 MHz, at 256µs time
resolution, in total intensity Stokes I. These 9000 pulses
were dedispersed at 52.7 pc cm−3 (Champion et al. 2005)
and next folded at the period that maximised the signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) of the four component peaks. The
10 K/Jy sensitivity provided by the 305-m dish and the
327-MHz Gregorian (”P Band”) receiver enables clearly
distinct single pulses, as seen in Figure 1.
2.2. Drift Characteristics
From Figure 1, four components in longitude can be
identified, and there is clear subpulse modulation in
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Figure 1. The single pulses in J0815+0939. An intensity
plot of 400 single pulses with stable P3 is shown in the main
panel. The bottom panel shows the integrated profile for this
sequence. Variations in the single-pulse intensity are plotted
in the left. The data allows for clear distinction between
single pulses, and interpretation of the single-pulse patterns.
intensity and phase within each of these components.
Equally visible by eye is the repetition of the drift pulse
pattern; this periodicity P3 is about ∼17 pulse periods.
To quantify this behavior, we aim to abstract the single
pulse trains through fits, and to next model the repeat-
ing subpulse pattern visible in Figure 1. As there is
little indication for interaction between components, for
fitting purposes these were treated separately. Compo-
nent boundaries were defined to be at the local minima
of the integrated pulse profile. In that manner the com-
ponents were defined as the longitude ranges listed in
Table 1, on the scale shown in Figure 2. Within each
component, the component subpulse energy was defined
as the sum of the comprised samples. Subpulses with
low-energy outliers were marked as subpulse ”nulls”.
First, one Gaussian was fit within each of the 4 com-
ponent windows. The paths that these subpulses trace
in time were next fit with straight lines (van Leeuwen et
al. 2002), ending when the subpulses null (see Figure 2).
This was first done for all single pulses, but at limited
signal to noise ratio.
In order to determine P3 with higher precision we em-
ployed fluctuation spectral analysis. These Longitude
Resolved Fluctuation Spectra (LRFS, Backer 1970) in-
volve discrete Fourier transforms of consecutive pulses
along each longitude. The LRFS find periodicities along
pulse longitudes, and explore how the drifting feature
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Table 1. Drift parameters of PSR J0815+0939
Component: I II III IV
Longitude: −56◦..− 32◦ −32◦..− 7◦ −7◦..26◦ 26◦..56◦
Drift rate:
(
deg s−1
) −0.5± 0.1 1.11± 0.04 −0.59± 0.07 −0.87± 0.06
Notes. The standard errors of linear regression are quoted.
Figure 2. A 100-pulse sequence with high signal-to-noise.
In this figure, data are down sampled by a factor 16 to bring
out the subpulse locations more clearly for the eye. Fitted
are the single pulses within each of the four components, and
the subsequent drift bands in the trailing three.
varies across the pulse window. When implemented us-
ing a Fourier transform, it produces complex numbers
which can be separated into two parts. The absolute
value for a given frequency represents the amount of
that frequency in the signal, while the complex com-
ponent is the phase offset in that frequency. We thus
utilise the angle of the complex argument to study the
subpulse motion throughout the pulse window. In Fig-
ure 3 we show the LRFS analysis of the single pulses
shown in Figure 1. To determine the frequency peak in
the fluctuation spectra we used the PeakUtils package1.
Fitting a Gaussian near the major peak in the fluctua-
tion spectra results in frequency f = 0.0602± 0.0011/P
which corresponds to P3 = 16.62 ± 0.31P (see the left
panel in Figure 3). In the top panel of Figure 3 we show
the phase variation across the pulse window at the peak
amplitude f = 0.0602/P . The slope of the phase varia-
tion incorporates information about the direction of the
1 http://pythonhosted.org/PeakUtils
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Figure 3. The LRFS plot for the single-pulse signal pre-
sented in Figure 1. The left panel shows the frequency
domain in terms of pulsar period. The top panel shows
the phase variation across the pulse window at the peak
amplitude f = 0.0602 ± 0.0011/P (which corresponds to
P3 = 16.62 ± 0.31P ). The bottom panel shows the average
profile.
subpulse drift. We find that only the second component
moves in the direction reverse from the three remaining
components (I, III and IV). In Figure 4 we show the
folded profile of the sequence of 400 pulses presented in
Figure 1. The profile was folded using P3 = 16.62P .
The resulting average driftbands were next fit in the
same manner as the individual pulses. The resulting
drift rates are shown in the top panel of Figure 4 and are
listed in Table 1. The increased signal to noise now also
allows for the first detection of a drift rate in component
I. As can be seen from Figure 4, it moves parallel to
components III and IV. Clearly component II is the only
band whose direction is contrary.
In this P3-folded sequence, subpulses and subpulse
nulls can be confidently segregated using the method de-
scribed in Janssen & van Leeuwen (2004). The nulling
sections between the four components do not occur si-
multaneously, showing that in this source, such nulling
is not a sign of the complete shut-off of the entire pulsar
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Figure 4. The average driftband profile, obtained by fold-
ing the single-pulse signal presented in Figure 1 with P3 =
16.62P (middle panel, shown twice for clarity). The top
panel shows the measured drift rate, while the bottom panel
shows the integrated pulse profile.
emission mechanism, as appears to be the case in pulsars
where the complete pulse profile, including all compo-
nents, disappears. In J0815+0939, rather, the subpulse
nulls are periodic and part of the entire P3 modulation
cycle.
3. THE MODEL
3.1. Theoretical background
The physics governing the plasma generation in the
polar cap region is a major remaining piece of the pul-
sar puzzle that is not completely solved. In our studies
we adopt the general approach of Ruderman & Suther-
land (1975), where sparks form in regions of local max-
ima of the electrical potential. In Figure 5 we con-
sider a single isolated spark with a cylindrical shape.
At the time when the spark forming region is filled
with plasma with the co-rotational charge density, it co-
rotates with the star (see the left panel in Figure 5).
An accelerating potential emerges when charged parti-
cles flow out and leave this region. The electric field
due to the charge enclosed in the spark, Es, is presented
in the middle panel in Figure 5. Note that the lack
of electric charges affects the electric field both inside
and outside of the region (see the right panel in Figure
5). To study the drift of plasma with respect to the
co-rotating magnetosphere we introduce the co-rotating
frame of reference. Due to the Lorentz transformation
the electric field at the boundary of the spark forming
region E˜
′
⊥ = E⊥ + c
−1vcor × B − Es = −Es (see the
right panel in Figure 6). Such an electric field intro-
duces circulation of plasma around the point of maxi-
mum potential. Thus, during the discharge in the spark
region, the generated plasma should not exhibit any sys-
tematic drift with respect to the co-rotating magneto-
sphere. However, the electric potential growing during
the discharge influences also the electric field beyond
the spark forming region. To describe the electric po-
tential of a single spark we use V ′ ∝ ln(rs), where rs
is the distance from the spark center, thus the electric
field E′s = −∇V ′ ∝ r−1s . To study the influence of
spark formation on the electric field in the polar cap re-
gion we assume random distribution of sparks. In Fig-
ure 7 we show the electric field due to randomly dis-
tributed sparks across the polar cap. As the result-
ing electric potential is a consequence of all forming
sparks, its value is highest towards the center of the
polar cap and decreases as we approach the polar cap
boundary. Assuming a dipolar configuration of the mag-
netic field, we estimate its value given in spherical coor-
dinates as B = (BdR
3r−3 cos θ,BdR3r−3 sin θ, 0), where
Bd = 2 × 1012(PP˙−15)0.5 G is the polar magnetic field
strength, P˙−15 = P˙ /10−15 is the period derivative, R is
the neutron star radius, r is the radial distance and θ is
the polar angle (z-axis coincides with the magnetic axis).
Then, the plasma velocity in the co-rotating frame of ref-
erence can be calculated as v′ = c(E˜
′
⊥ ×B)B−2, where
E˜
′
⊥ is the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic
field in the co-rotating frame. Figure 8 shows the plasma
velocity at the polar cap, for a random distribution of
sparks. As expected, the plasma circulates around the
local potential maxima. However, since the electric field
between sparks is influenced by all neighboring sparks,
an extra circulation of plasma around the global po-
tential maximum at the polar cap occurs. Note that
we have not imposed any additional conditions on the
potential variation across the polar cap – circular-like
plasma rotation follows naturally from a random spark
distribution. The potential is highest near the center of
the polar cap, sometimes with multiple local peaks, and
decreases as we approach the polar cap boundary (see
the top and left panels in Figure 7).
Explaining why local regions with high electric poten-
tial, where the sparks form, and regions with low poten-
tial, between sparks, continue to exist; that is beyond
the scope of this paper (but see e.g. Lyubarsky 2012).
What we note here is that the observed stability of sub-
pulse structures suggests that the pattern of discharging
regions at the polar cap is also stable. Thus, to study the
drift of this stable pattern we use the global variation of
electric potential across the polar cap.
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Figure 5. The electric and magnetic fields within a region of spark formation with screened (the left panel) and unscreened
(the right panel) accelerating potential. The middle panel shows the electric field of the plasma column with the co-rotational
density.
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Figure 6. The electric field in in the spark forming region with screened (the left panel) and unscreened (the middle panel)
accelerating potential. The right panel shows the electric field in the co-rotating frame of reference.
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Figure 7. The electric field (the white arrows) across the
polar cap for random distribution of sparks. The color map
corresponds to the electric potential. The right and bottom
panels show electric potential for vertical and horizontal cuts
throughout the polar cap.
3.2. Neutron star setup
The magnetic field in our simulation is calculated us-
ing the model presented in Gil et al. (2002). It is a
result of a global dipole anchored in the center of the
star, plus crust-anchored small-scale anomalies. Such
a configuration results in non-dipolar magnetic field at
the surface, but the global dipole starts to dominate
at a relatively low distance from the star, where the
magnetic-field configuration is indistinguishable from a
pure dipole (see Figure 3 in Szary et al. 2015). The co-
ordinate system is chosen such that the z-axis is aligned
with the magnetic axis. Thus, the global field is charac-
terized only by a dipole moment Bd, while the surface
anomalies are described by a dipole moment Bm and an
anomaly location rm. If not stated otherwise, spherical
coordinates of vectors are used. Note that Bm  Bd
to produce a non-dipolar field in the IAR, but a dipolar
field at the emission height. The geometry of a neutron
star is further defined by the inclination angle α, the
opening angle ρ, and the impact factor β.
3.3. Drift characteristics
Once the neutron star configuration is set up, we
model the drift characteristics in four steps, which are
here explained with the help of Figure 9. Panel (a) in
Figure 9 shows the magnetic field lines in the open field
line region calculated from the neutron star surface up
to the emission region at 500 km. Panel (b) shows the
vertical cut through the structure of the field lines near
the stellar surface. Panel (c) represents the condition
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θ (rad)
0.01
0.00
0.01
θ 
(r
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d
)
Figure 8. The plasma velocity (the white arrows) across the
polar cap for random distribution of sparks. The color map
corresponds to the electric potential.
in the emission region (horizontal view) while panel (d)
represents the condition at the neutron star surface (hor-
izontal view).
(I) We first find the last open field lines in the emission
region (the green circle in panel c). By tracing these
down to the stellar surface (green circle in panel d) we
outline the actual location of the polar cap.
(II) The second step consists of finding the line of
sight at the emission height (the red path in panel c),
and tracing the open field lines connected to this region
down to the stellar surface (the red path in panel d). The
red path at the emission region (panel c) represents the
pulse window, and any subpulse drifting is seen as rela-
tive motion of the subpulses with respect to this path.
The sparks are produced just above the polar cap in
the IAR where the charge density is lower than the co-
rotation density. The motion of the outflowing plasma in
the IAR is connected with the motion of subpulses in the
emission region. Thus, hereafter, the imprint of the line
of sight on the polar cap, which marks the region where
the plasma responsible for radio emission is generated, is
called the plasma line. The observed subpulse drift is a
consequence of the motion of the spark-forming regions.
The theoretical arguments presented in Section 3.1 sug-
gest the sparks rotate in circular-like fashion around the
point of maximum potential in the polar cap. This peak
can be offset from the magnetic axis.
(III) Third, we determine the drift direction, from
the variation of the polar-cap electric potential. This
potential in the co-rotating frame is modeled as V ′ ∝
V0 cos (pirc/rb), where V0 is the potential amplitude, rc
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(b)
(a)
500 km
(d)
(c)
Figure 9. Results of calculation using the following parameters: α = 5◦, β/ρ = 0.2. (In panel (a)): The last open magnetic field
lines are drawn in green, while the magnetic lines connected with the observer’s line of sight are red. (In panel (b)): Configuration
of surface magnetic field calculated using one crust-anchored anomaly (blue arrow) located at rm = (0.95R, 1
◦, 0 ◦) with the
dipole moment Bm =
(
5× 10−3Bd, 25◦, 180◦
)
. (In panel (c)): Green circle is a rim of the open field line region at the emission
height, while the red line corresponds to the observer’s line of sight. The blue arrows show the drift direction, while the black
arrows correspond to the co-rotation direction. The top panel shows components of the drift vector along and across the line of
sight which are responsible for the phase (red solid line) and intensity (blue dashed line) variation across the pulse window. (In
panel (d)): Green circle is a rim of the open field line region at the polar cap, while the red line corresponds to the plasma line
(see text for description). The blue crosses mark locations of potential maxima, while the color map corresponds to the final
electric potential. The white arrows show the drift direction. In both panels (c) and (d) the black cross is the location of the
rotation axis at a given height.
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is the distance from the location of the potential max-
imum, and rb is the distance to the polar cap bound-
ary. Such a simple sinusoidal description of an electric
potential not only allows to define the potential maxi-
mum, but also guarantees that the electric field at the
polar cap boundary is zero. To reproduce more com-
plicated potentials, we also consider models with multi-
ple potential maxima (see panel (d) in Figure 9). Now
knowing the electric potential, and thus the electric field
E˜
′
⊥ = −∇V ′, we determine the drift direction as de-
scribed in Section 3.1.
(IV) The fourth step involves finding of the drift char-
acteristics. In panel (c) in Figure 9 the blue arrows cor-
respond to the direction of subpulse motion (ˆs), while
the black arrows correspond to the co-rotation direc-
tion (cˆ). The top panel shows parallel (ˆs · cˆ = cosΦ,
the red solid line) and perpendicular (|ˆs× cˆ| = sinΦ,
the blue dashed line) components of the drift velocity
at every point on the line of sight. Here Φ is the an-
gle between the two directions. Small values of Φ mean
the subpulses are moving along the line of sight – this
produces large phase variations in the observed drifting
pattern. At large values of Φ, on the other hand, sub-
pulses move across the line of sight. This is observed as
phase-stationary intensity modulation.
4. RESULTS
The duty cycle – the ratio of pulse width over period
– of PSR J0815+0939 is high, ∼ 0.3. This suggests a
small inclination angle between magnetic and rotation
axes. Since the exact geometry is otherwise unknown,
we use parameters in our calculations that results in the
desired pulse width: α = 7.7◦, ρ = 11◦, and β = 0◦.
4.1. Model performance
We quantify our model performance by comparing the
mean phase variation of the simulated components with
the measured drift rates, R =
∑4
n=1
(
Dobsn −Dsimn
)2
,
where Dobsn is the measured drift rate of the n-th com-
ponent (see Table 1), and Dsimn is the simulated mean
drift rate of the n-th component. Figure 10 shows
the modeled phase variation of subpulses with differ-
ent goodness-of-fit. Panels (a) and (b) present realiza-
tions which poorly describe the drift characteristics of
PSR J0815+0939 (R = 1.0, R = 0.5), while panels (c)
and (d) correspond to realizations with the observed bi-
drifting characteristics (R = 0.1, R = 0.01). Hereafter,
we define realizations as good fits if R < 0.1.
4.2. Dipolar magnetic field
To investigate drift in the case of a dipolar magnetic
field we consider two configurations: (I) with one po-
tential maximum, and (II) with two potential maxima
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Figure 10. The modeled phase variation of subpulses (the
red solid line). The blue and red dots correspond, respec-
tively, to the measured and modeled drift rates of compo-
nents. Panels show realizations with different goodness-of-fit
(see text for description).
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Figure 11. Goodness-of-fit of realizations with dipolar mag-
netic field. The red and blue histograms correspond to cases
with one and two potential maxima, respectively.
at the polar cap. In order to find bi-drifting we cal-
culated, on the Dutch national supercomputer Carte-
sius2, the drift characteristics for 105 realizations with
the same pulsar geometry, but each with random posi-
tions and amplitudes of electric potential maxima. In
Figure 11 we show goodness-of-fit of these realizations.
The bi-drifting phenomenon is detected in 127 (0.127%)
and 115 (0.115%) realizations for one and two potential
2 https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius
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maxima, respectively.
Figure 12 shows locations of potential maxima for
cases with the bi-drifting behaviour. In order to repro-
duce the drifting characteristics of PSR J0815+0939,
a single potential maximum has to be located at
rv ∼ 0.7rpc, and φv ∼ 177◦ (see the left panels in Figure
12), where rv and φv are the polar coordinates of the
electric potential maximum, and rpc is the polar cap
radius. In the case of two potential maxima, the situa-
tion is less clear, but what is apparent is that the dom-
inating potential maximum (the one with higher ampli-
tude) is located in a similar region, rv ∼ (0.6− 0.9)rpc,
φv ∼ 150◦ − 220◦ (see the right panels in Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Locations of the electric potential maxima at
the polar cap for dipolar configuration of magnetic field. The
left panels correspond to the cases with a single potential
maximum, while the right panels correspond to the cases
with two potential maxima. The color bars show the po-
tential amplitude (the upper panel) and the goodness-of-fit
(the lower panel).
In Figures 13 and 14 we show the best models with
dipolar magnetic field for single and two potential max-
ima, respectively. The models are obtained using the
following parameters: V0 = 1, rv = 0.72rpc, φv =
177◦ for the single potential maximum case, and V0 =
(0.79, 0.32), rv = (0.90rpc, 0.48rpc), φv = (194
◦, 143◦)
for the case with two potential maxima. In both cases
the modeled phase variation of the first component
changes sign, which may suggest unclear drift rate de-
pending on an actual position of a subpulse. This trait
Figure 13. The drift characteristics (the top panel) and the
polar cap conditions (the bottom panel) for the best realiza-
tion with single potential maximum (see Figure 9 for descrip-
tion). The blue lines in the bottom panel show sparks paths
at the polar cap. No subpulses can be seen in the greyed-out
areas.
Figure 14. The drift characteristics (the top panel) and the
polar cap conditions (the bottom panel) for the best realiza-
tion with two potential maxima (see Figure 9 for descrip-
tion). The blue lines in the bottom panel show sparks paths
at the polar cap. No subpulses can be seen in the greyed-out
areas.
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results in a negative drift rate for subpulses appearing in
an early phase (< −45◦) and positive drift rate for sub-
pulses at late phase (> −45◦). However, the observed
drift characteristics does not show such behaviour (see
the top panel in Figure 3). To further explore if, and
how, a dipolar configuration can explain the bi-drifting
phenomenon we determine the component longitudes for
the modeled configurations. We track sparks starting
on the plasma line with longitudes −44◦ and −20◦ (see
the blue lines in the bottom panels in Figures 13 and
14). The resulting longitudes are: [−44◦, −40◦, −20◦,
−3◦], and [−44◦, −30◦, −20◦, 9◦] for cases (I) and (II),
respectively. Not only is such predicted separation in-
compatible with the observed separation [−44◦, −20◦,
10◦, 41◦]; it also results in a drift characteristics differ-
ent from the one actually observed in PSR J0815+0939.
No purely dipole magnetic field configuration was found
to match the observed behavior.
4.3. Non-dipolar magnetic field
To examine bi-drifting for a non-dipolar magnetic
field we calculate drift characteristics for 105 real-
izations with one crust-anchored magnetic anomaly
with random position rm,r = 0.95R, rm,θ ∈ (1◦, 70◦),
rm,φ ∈ (0◦, 360◦) and strength Bm ∈ (10−2Bd, 10−1Bd).
The surface magnetic field strengths that allow for bi-
drifting (e.g., R < 0.1) show an interesting dichotomy.
This is clear from the histogram, Figure 15. We distin-
guish two types of solutions: configurations with sur-
face magnetic field of the order of dipolar component,
Bs ∼ Bd = 6× 1011 G, and configurations with much
higher surface magnetic fields, Bs ∼ 1014 G. Hereafter
we refer to these cases as the low and high field config-
urations.
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Figure 15. Surface magnetic field for realizations showing
the bi-drifting behaviour (R < 0.1).
In the case of the non-dipolar magnetic field the bi-
drifting phenomenon is detected in 175 (0.175%) and 300
(0.3%) realizations for low and high surface magnetic
field, respectively (see Figure 16).
Figure 17 shows the locations of the magnetic anoma-
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Figure 16. Goodness-of-fit of realizations with the non-
dipolar magnetic field. The red and blue histograms corre-
spond to cases with the low and high surface magnetic field,
respectively.
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Figure 17. Locations of magnetic anomalies for realizations
showing bi-drifting behaviour. The left panels correspond to
the low-field cases, while the right panels correspond to the
high-field cases. The color bars show the anomaly strength
(the upper panel) and the goodness-of-fit (the lower panel).
lies for all cases with R < 0.1. It shows that the low-
field configurations are consequence of anomalies an-
chored further from the magnetic axis (with polar an-
gles rm,θ = 38
◦ ± 6◦) than the anomalies resulting in the
high-field configurations (with rm,θ = 29
◦ ± 6◦). On the
other hand, the azimuthal coordinate of anomalies in
both configurations are consistent, rm,φ = 56
◦ ± 4◦ or
rm,φ = 233
◦ ± 3◦. Note that in the high-field case the
azimuthal coordinate of an anomaly for 13 realizations
is beyond this range, however, the vast majority of real-
izations (∼ 290) is consistent with the low-field case.
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Figure 18. Magnetic field at the polar cap for the best realization with the low-field configuration. The color bar in the left
panel corresponds to the magnetic field strength, while the color bar in the right panel corresponds to the radius of curvature.
The white arrows in the left panel show xy-component of the magnetic field.
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Figure 19. As Figure 18, but now for the high field case.
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In Figures 18 and 19 we show the polar-cap mag-
netic field for the best (lowest R) non-dipolar real-
izations, for low and high surface magnetic field, re-
spectively. The surface magnetic field in the low-field
case is Bs ≈ 0.9Bd = 5.4× 1011 G with radius of cur-
vature of magnetic field lines in the plasma genera-
tion region < ∼ (106– 107) cm. The high-field case,
on the other hand, results in surface magnetic field
Bs ≈ 160Bd = 9.6× 1013 G with considerably smaller
radius of curvature < ∼ 4× 105 cm.
Figures 20 and 21, finally, show why these two realiza-
tions are best. The low-field configuration is a result of
the magnetic anomaly with strength Bm = 0.027Bd lo-
cated at (0.95R, 27.86◦, 233.58◦). Next, tracking the
sparks results in component longitudes [−44◦, −20◦,
19◦, 43◦] (see the blue lines in the bottom panel in Fig-
ure 20). The high-field configuration is a result of the
magnetic anomaly with strength Bm = 0.082Bd located
at (0.95R, 31.73◦, 56.08◦). Here, the resulting compo-
nent longitudes are [−44◦, −20◦, 16◦, 42◦] (see the blue
lines in the bottom panel in Figure 21). Both low and
high-field realizations are consistent with the observed
component longitudes [−44◦, −20◦, 10◦, 41◦] (see Ta-
ble 1). Thus, non-dipolar configurations of the surface
magnetic field are able to reproduce the drift and com-
ponent characteristics that were observed.
5. DISCUSSION
We have shown for the first time that the first compo-
nent in J0815+0939 exhibits subpulse drift in the same
direction, toward earlier arrival, as components III and
IV, making the diametrically opposite motion of com-
ponent II even more striking.
Such reversed motion may appear when the sub-
pulses are aliased – in this case, subpulses in compo-
nent II would not actually be drifting at the appar-
ent 1.1 degP−1 toward later arrival, but at much higher
speed toward earlier arrival (cf. Figure 2 in van Leeuwen
et al. 2003). The aliasing order of a hand full of other
pulsars has been determined. Some are shown to be un-
aliased (e.g. B2303+30, Redman et al. 2005; B0809+74,
van Leeuwen et al. 2003) while others do show the ef-
fect (e.g. B0818−13, Janssen & van Leeuwen 2004;
and B1918+19, Rankin et al. 2013). One should note
that in this latter category the entire subpulse system is
aliased. Aliasing of only a single component has never
been shown.
If component II in J0815+0939 is aliased, then all
components actually drift in the same direction, yet at
highly varying speeds. While this may be conceivable in
principle, we show in Figure 3 that the subpulse mod-
ulation period P3 is identical for all components. They
are thus connected through an e.g., causal or spatial re-
lationship. How one single component from such a con-
R=0.005
Figure 20. The drift characteristics (the top panel) and
the polar cap conditions (the bottom panel) for the best real-
ization with the low non-dipolar surface magnetic field (see
Figure 9 for description). The blue lines in the bottom panel
show sparks paths at the polar cap.
R=0.002
Figure 21. As Figure 20, but now for the high field case.
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nected set appears to move over ten times faster than
the remaining components is unclear. Contrasting to the
top-right subpanel in Figure 9, for this situation the drift
vectors of component II would have be closely aligned
with the line-of-sight traversal, while components I, III,
and IV would have to be perpendicular. Yet in that case,
III and IV would only show intensity variations, while
phase drift is clearly seen. Furthermore component II
would need to span a much larger longitude range than
I, III and IV, while this is not observed (cf. Table 1).
Overall we do not see how the reversed apparent drift
of II can be the result of aliasing.
Since in J0815+0939 only one component (II) out of
four reveals drift in the opposite direction it admittedly
requires a very special setup; justified by the fact that
only one such special system is known among 100 pulsars
with well characterized drift properties.
Clearly the physics of drifting subpulses is not yet fully
understood – how can sparks stop moving, and quench
radio emission, but then after tens of seconds restart (as
seen for the nulls in PSR B0809+74; van Leeuwen et al.
2003)? Why do the sparks appear to be equidistantly
spaced to such high accuracy (see, e.g., the configuration
proposed for PSR B0943+10 in Gil & Sendyk 2000)?
For these open questions, the overarching answer may be
found through in determining the physical reason for the
spark configuration stability in the polar cap. Yet even
with those open questions, the carousel-like rotation of
subpulses around the magnetic axis is the most viable
model.
We show that such behaviour is a consequence of
plasma drift in the inner acceleration region around a
point of maximum potential. Randomly distributed dis-
charges at the polar cap naturally produce such a central
potential peak (see Figure 7). Mean while, the non-
dipolar configuration of the surface magnetic field next
the size, shape and location of the polar cap. Near the
surface, the drift of the plasma in the inner acceleration
region is around the center of the polar cap, which can
be offset from the magnetic axis. Going up towards the
the radio emission region, the magnetic field becomes
ever more dipole-like. That transition results in drift of
subpulses around the magnetic axis.
We have shown that during the discharge the plasma
in a spark-forming region spins around its own axis (see
Figure 5). If isolated and alone, a spark would not drift
in any particular direction. However, the electric field
between the sparks is influenced by the charge deficiency
in the spark-forming regions – and this does lead to drift
around the global potential maximum at the polar cap
(see Figure 8). The generally observed stability of sub-
pulse structure suggests the discharging regions are also
stable. What causes this enduring existence of low elec-
tric field regions between the sparks? One of the possi-
ble explanations is a separated flow of particles in both
directions (see e.g. Wright 2003; Lyubarsky 2012). Po-
tentially the reverse flows produced in the outer magne-
tosphere are be responsible for maintaining a low intra-
spark electric field. This idea of feedback from the mag-
netosphere is also supported by the observations of ”in-
terpulsars”, where the opposing polar caps are seen to
interact (Fowler & Wright 1982; Gil et al. 1994; Wel-
tevrede et al. 2007, 2012).
We aimed to reproduce the bi-drifting phenomenon in
J0815+0939 without a strong initial preference for a
model. We thus considered both purely dipolar as well
as non-dipolar configurations of the magnetic field at the
surface. This thorough analysis over many field permu-
tations, the first of its kind, showed that bi-drifting be-
haviour can only be explained using a non-dipolar con-
figuration of the surface magnetic field (see Section 4.2).
We consider that to be the main result of this work.
The multipolar nature of our best-fitting fields cre-
ates spark paths that are non-circular (see, e.g., Figure
20). These resemble the elliptic, tilted spark trajectory
solutions that Wright & Weltevrede (2017) find can fit
bi-drifting behaviour. This agreement is assuring, and
even encouraging. There is, however, a marked differ-
ence between the method through which these results
we obtained. Wright & Weltevrede (2017) geometrically
map the subpulse drift onto a trajectory, while our work
starts from more basic plasma principles, models a large
sample of 105 possible configurations, and then natu-
rally arrives at the observed drift behaviour in a sub-
set of cases. This provides better understanding of the
overall landscape of (bi-)drifting phenomena; but most
importantly it allows us to translate back the subpulse
action into physics quantities such as magnetic field or-
der, curvature radius and strength.
This surface magnetic field strength in the non-dipolar
case falls in one of two regions of acceptable solu-
tions, with either a relatively low (∼ 1012 G), or high
(∼ 1014 G) surface magnetic field. Statistically, the
strong-field solutions are more likely as we find that
0.3% realizations show bi-drifting behaviour (compar-
ing to 0.175% realizations resulting in relatively weak
surface magnetic field). Furthermore, it is worth men-
tioning that the strong surface magnetic field is consis-
tent with predictions of the partially screened gap (see
Gil et al. 2003; Szary et al. 2015). This high surface
magnetic field is caused largely by the higher-order mag-
netic field components. The pulsar spin-down, an easily
measurable quantity, will still be mostly affected by the
dipolar strength of ∼ 1012 G, and thus cannot break the
degeneracy of our solutions.
While the obtained percentages appear to be encour-
agingly close to the low fraction of bi-drifters known,
they cannot be interpreted as the probability that bi-
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drifting occurs in a whole population of pulsars. Our
calculations only covered one emission geometry. In
the underlying model the drift characteristics are ge-
ometry dependent, and hence quantifying the overall
bi-drifting probability demands population studies that
more evenly samples all expected emission geometries.
However, the geometry dependence of the model can
be used to put restrictions on pulsar geometry, based
on drift characteristics of a pulsar alone. A population
sample will quantify this more. Yet qualitatively, we
have here already shown that a bi-drifting profile such
as seen in J0815+0939 can only be produced in nearly-
aligned pulsar.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We were able to explain the drift properties of PSR
J0815+0939 starting from a physically justified model.
We connected radio emission properties to the condi-
tions in the inner acceleration region, and see this as
a harbinger of hope for better understanding of pulsar
plasma generation processes. Finally, it opens possi-
bilities to explore in great detail those most intriguing
pulsar regions – their polar caps.
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